Introduction
Text to speech synthesis is a technology to convert an arbitrary input text to intelligible and natural sounding speech in an attempt to transmit information from a machine to a person. The conversion of words in written form into speech is nontrivial. Moreover, in order to sound natural, the intonation of the sentences must be appropriately generated. Synthesis of speech cannot be accomplished by cutting and pasting smaller units together. Attention has to be paid to smoothing out the discontinuities in such a process so that the resulting signal approximates natural speech. According to the speech generation model used, speech synthesis can be classified into three categories as Articulatory synthesis, Formant synthesis and Concatenative synthesis [5] .
Articulatory synthesis, attempts to model the human speech production system directly.Formant synthesis, models the pole frequencies of speech signal or transfer function of vocal tract based on source-filter model and Concatenative synthesis, uses unalike lengths of prerecorded samples derived from natural speech [6] .
Concatenative synthesis simply plays back the waveform with the matching phone string. An utterance is synthesized by concatenating together several speech fragments, unlike synthesis-by rule; it entails neither rules nor manual tuning. Furthermore, each segment is completely natural, so we ought to expect a very natural output. Speech segments are greatly affected by co articulation, consequently if we concatenate two speech segments that were not adjacent to each other, there can be spectral or prosodic discontinuities. Spectral discontinuities occur when the formants at the concatenation point do not match while on the other hand Prosodic discontinuities occur when the pitch at the concatenation point do not match. A listener rates a synthetic speech as poor when it contains large discontinuities, in spite of each segment being very natural. There are a number of factors which contribute to the lack of naturalness in the speech output from speech synthesis systems like: Intonation and rhythm, variability along the prosodic parameters and incorrect segmental rendering. Prosody and intonation are the factors affecting the natural sounding speech [5] .
Text to speech synthesis system developed for Tamil using group delay based segmentation algorithm results in high quality speech with mean opinion score of 4.1 [1] .Concatenative based Text To Speech for Hindi, Tamil and Bengali language using di-phone as basic unit reduces junction mismatch and time delay during concatenation [2] .Symbol based concatenation approach for TTS system for Hindi language using vowel classification technique results in natural speech output with mean opinion score of 4.3 [3] .Unit selection based TTS system developed for Indian language will provide the clear idea of different choices of units for concatenative synthesis [4] .
Concatenation based text to speech system developed using above algorithms also results in large concatenation points. This large concatenation results in glitch at the output which is hard to eliminate prosody mismatch and spectral discontinuity. These spectral discontinuity and prosody mismatch reduces the naturalness of concatenated speech output. This encouraged us to build a syllable level text to speech system. Hence before entering into concatenative speech synthesis, speech database building plays a vital role in achieving the goal of attaining natural sounding speech. With an aim of achieving this, authors have developed a high quality syllable level speech database for Hindi language taking the position of syllable into consideration [8] .
After developing the speech database another significant decision to make is to select a more accurate algorithm amongst the concatenative speech synthesizer. From various researches and experiments direct waveform concatenation technique is more suitable among all the concatenative speech synthesis [7] .
This algorithm gives very high quality speech output when compared to other synthesizing techniques, as it uses the syllable units considering the position of the syllable in a word into account. This paper is divided into four sections: In section II an overview of Hindi language and its properties are presented. Section III discusses in detail about the development of proposed speech database. Section IV presents the results and discussions. Section V, provides conclusions and directions for the future work.
II. Overview Of Hindi Language
Hindi is the official language of India, it is spoken as a first language by 33 percent of the Indian population, and by many more as a lingua franca. In contrast only a very small percentage of Indians use English as a means of communication. This fact coupled with the prevalent low literacy rates makes the usage of conventional user interface challenging in India.
In Hindi language there are 33 consonants and 13 vowels. Hindi language is having one to one correspondence with the spoken language and the written form. The phonemes are divided into two type vowels (swaras) and consonants (vyanjanas) [8] .
Vowels (Swaras): Vowels are the independently existing letters which are called swaras. Vowel sound cannot be modified.
Consonants (Vyanjanas): Consonants are those which depend on vowels to form their independent letter. Consonants sound can be modified by combining vowels with consonants.
Therefore we can say that Hindi language is phonemic in nature. Amalgamation of vowels with consonants will from a syllable and it is also called as "Kagunitha".
III. Speech Database Building
During the process of speech synthesis the required speech units are fetched from database, concatenated and further processed using a suitable algorithm. Hence creating an error free database considering syllable as a basic unit is of greatest important.
In order to carry out this task, a set of about 1540 words were collected from standard 'Hindi to English dictionary' [11] . Later speech recording is done using utility software for windows operating system, called as the Praat [9] . The syllables are recorded with a sampling frequency of 16 KHz and represented using 16-bits. The pitch and formant frequency of the syllable fluctuates with position of the syllable in uttered speech. Thus the syllable level database is developed for all the possible position of occurrences. The syllable can befall at three possible positions. To get natural sounding at the synthesized speech, each syllable is extracted from a word containing syllable. Three words were selected such that, it should contain the required syllable in all the possible positions. Then the necessary syllables are extracted from that particular position using Praat tool and stored in directories named start, middle and end as shown in Fig.1 with a unique numerical value based on their Unicode [8] . 
IV. Methodology
Text to speech is to transfigure an orthographic text to its acoustic signal. The main process involved in building the TTS systems are, Text processing, Speech corpus building, and Speech synthesis. Fig.2 spectacles the block diagram of TTS system. This section covers in brief about the steps involved in building TTS system and rules applied during pre-processing of input text.
Fig.2. Block diagram of Text to Speech synthesis
Once the orthographic text is entered as input to text to speech system, text processing unit acts as front end of TTS system. Speech corpus unit consists of syllable level speech database which is segmented and labeled based on text processing output. Concatenative speech synthesizer comprises of a search algorithm, silence removal algorithm and a speech quality improvement algorithm.
Text processing is done inorder to convert the orthographic text to its corresponding Unicode and it is stored in a text file for further analysis. The Unicode output is used as an input to concatenative speech synthesizer. The search algorithm fetches the Unicode output one after the other and matches it each time. After that the wave file is fetched from speech corpus and it is concatenated. Finally the concatenated speech output is passed through a silence removal algorithm to eliminate the external noise present in the concatenated speech.
A. Text Processing
Text processing is the first and foremost step involved in developing TTS system. The main intension of this stage is to convert the input text into its equivalent Unicode and later it is mapped to a unique decimal code. The Hindi symbols and alphabets are congregated into diverse classes as revealed in TABLE I to VI. Based on the above assumptions an algorithm is developed using .NET programming language. The program reads the entered text, character by character and generates the modified Unicode as the output.
The algorithm for this is described below.
Algorithm-1:
1. The algorithm will check for, whether the user has entered the input text or not by computing the length of the entered text. 2. If the entered text length is zero then algorithm decides that no text has been entered, else if the text length is non-zero then the program first calculates the total length of the entered text.
3.
Later, the program splits the entered text into sentences and sentences into words by spotting spaces present between every word in a sentence. 4. The segmented words are then stockpiled in a memory unit for further analysis. The stowed words are chosen one after the other and are mapped with an array element which encompasses "English transliteration codes" of Hindi language. 5. After the process of transliteration the output file is stored in a separate text file. 6. The warehoused result is read character by character to check whether it belongs to the vowel (V) group or the consonant (C) group. 7. If the read character fits in to the vowel group then its Unicode is directly mapped from the Table  I . E.g. Consider character read is अ its decimal code is 2309 and this is padded with two zeroes directly. The modified Unicode will be 230900. Table II then algorithm checks for the following character and if that character also belongs to consonant group then map the previous consonant directly from Table II . E.g. consider the character read is ण its decimal code is 2339 and the next character read is also a consonant then Unicode remains the same 2339. 9. If the read character belongs to the consonant group as shown in Table II then algorithm checks for the following character and if that character belongs to the dependent vowel sign as in Table  III then Unicode of that consonant is padded with corresponding two digit values as shown in Table IV . E.g. Consider character entered is रु then it is divided into र its decimal code is 2352 and ु its code is 2370, its padding value obtained from The output of the proposed algorithm for the entered text अरुण andअरुणक ु मारis described below:
If the read character belongs to the consonant group as shown in
If the entered word is अरुण then its Modified Unicode output will be 230900 235204 2339, the presence of spaces between each Unicode helps us to differentiate the individual characters in the entered word.
If the entered sentence is अरुणक ु मार then its Modified Unicode output will be 230900 235204 2339 101010 232504 235001 2352. Unicode 101010 acts as a space between two words and is used to differentiate two words during sentence formation.
B. Concatenative Speech Synthesis
The concatenation algorithm developed here is the furtherance of the text processing phase presented in the preceding section. It consists of a search algorithm which assents the text file generated by text processing algorithm as input and gives concatenated speech as the output. Based on the text processing result developed algorithm detects the corresponding audio file present in the speech database and concatenates the individual audio files. The algorithm is as described below.
Algorithm-2:
This algorithm has been implemented using the MATLAB tool. The text file generated from text processing phase is imported to the MATLAB directory. As soon as the text file is available on MATLAB directory the concatenation code reads the input text processed file 'X' and calculates the length of that text file 'L'. After calculating the length of text file, the algorithm first checks weather the user has entered a word or a sentence by detecting the number of spaces present in the entered text. The space is identified by a decimal value 101010. If the space is present, in the entered text, then it will consider it as a sentence and then stores the position of 101010 detected into a text file 'M'. Later the text file 'M' is read to detect the length of each word present in a sentence. Steps involved in detecting the word length are shown below. 1. If the detected word length is 1 i.e. C=1, then the algorithm compares the text file output a=X (i) with the front speech database and extracts corresponding audio file and concatenates. 2. If word length is 2 i.e. C=2, then the algorithm compares a=X (i) and a1=X (i+1) with the front and back databases respectively, and concatenates.
4.
If word length is greater than 3 then algorithm displays a message 'Limit exceeded'.
The above mentioned steps is repeated for the whole text. Finally the concatenated speech signal is passed through a silence removal algorithm to eliminate the delay present between each concatenation point.
C. Silence Removal
Synthesized speech signals usually contains areas of silence or noise. It is necessary to remove the said components, in order to detect "clean" speech segments. The silence removal algorithm [10] implemented in this work is based on two basic audio features, namely the signal energy and the spectral centroid. 1.
Signal Energy: Let xi (n); n = 1, 2… N be the audio samples of the i th frame. Then, for each frame i, the signal energy Eiis given by,
2.
Spectral Centroid: The spectral centroid, Ci of the i th frame is defined as the center of gravity of its spectrum. This algorithm will remove the unwanted speech units present in the concatenated speech fragments. Lastly the concatenated speech is passed through a moving average hamming window to smoothen the speech fragments.
V.

Results And Discussion
The results of this work is evaluated to check the naturalness of the synthesized speech on the two sets ofdeveloped databases, one considering syllable position (DB1) andthe other without consideringthe position of the syllable (DB2). To verify the naturalness of the synthesized speech obtained from these two databases Mean Opinion Score (MOS) is taken from various listeners.
The output of the text processing phase is shown in a Graphical User Interface (GUI) as shown in Fig  3. This will give the user a vibrant idea of text processing and its output. 
Text processing GUI
The GUI shown in Fig 3 consists of four sub-windows, where the first window is user controlled, second one displays entered transliterated Hindi text and the third one displays the Unicode output while the final window displays the decimal output. Further processing is done using MATLAB for speech synthesis. The output of concatenative speech synthesis, short time energy calculation and silence removal algorithm are shown in Fig 4, 5 and 6 respectively. The final silence removed output is passed through a moving average hamming window and the output is as shown in Mean opinion score is the arithmetic mean of all the individual scores and it gives the numerical indication of the perceived audio quality. To check the naturalness of the concatenated speech a listeners test was conducted to evaluate the results of the proposed technique. The algorithm is tested on both the databases DB1 and DB2 in order to compare the results. Seven listeners were asked to rate the quality of the speech synthesized using the proposed technique for both the databases. Each listener were asked to rate on a scale from 1 to 5, where 1 represents the lowest perceived audio quality where as 5 represents the highest perceived audio quality, as shown in Table VII . After all the initial assumptions to check the quality of the synthesized speech is done, list of words are entered in the text editor and the program is checked for both DB1 and DB2. MOS is taken from all the listeners for the synthesized speech from both the databases for the individual words and is as shown in Table VIII . 
VI. Conclusion
Text to Speech synthesis system developed using the unit selection based concatenative speech synthesis is productively implemented using .NET and MATLAB programming languages. Spectral discontinuity and prosody mismatch is minimized by means of standard syllable level speech database. The quality of the synthesized speech is evaluated by various listeners by taking the MOS. From the evaluation results the MOS obtained for DB1 is 4.49 and for DB2 it is 3.85. Hence from these results we can conclude that the TTS system developed using database DB2with syllable as a basic unitconsidering the position of syllable in a word, provides improved results when compared to other traditional units. The appealing characteristic of the proposed TTS system is, with little modifications this work can be extended for most of the Indian languages.
